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ABSTRACT 
The paper indicates an approach to the general problem of constructing non-iso- 
morphic balanced incomplete block designs (BIBDs) with a specified set of parameters 
v, b, r, k, A; use is made of the block-intersection numbers for this purpose. A detailed 
discussion of the design with parameters (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) is given. This provides an 
independent verification of the result obtained by somewhat different methods by 
Nandi [6]. The design (8, 14,7,4, 3) admits four non-isomorphic solutions; any 
particular design is uniquely determined when the number of pairs of disjoint blocks 
is specified. This number is 7, 3, 1, or 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We say that two BIBDs are distinct designs on the varieties 1, 2, 3 ..... v, 
if there does not exist any permutation of  the symmetric group S~ which 
carries the one design into the other. Few results are available concerning 
the number of distinct BIBDs with given parameters (v, b, r, k, A), and 
relatively little is yet known concerning eneral methods of attack. Fisher 
[4] has discussed the case (15, 35, 7, 3, 1), and has determined the number 
of  such designs; another result was recently found by Burau [3] for the 
design (16, 16r 6, 6, 2). It is the purpose of  this paper to employ con- 
sideration of the block-intersection numbers to indicate a general approach 
to the problem of determining distinct designs, and to illustrate the method 
by giving a complete discussion of the design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3). These block- 
intersection umbers were introduced by Fisher [4] in proving b >~ v, 
and have been employed for various results by Bose [2] and Stanton and 
Sprott [7]. A few results about other designs will also be indicated. 
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After obtaining the results in this paper, it was pointed out to us that 
the number of non-isomorphic designs with parameter set (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) 
had earlier been obtained by Nandi [6]. However, since our method 
concentrates on the idea of complementarity, we feel it is sufficiently 
different o be of interest. Furthermore, in view of the considerable doubt 
that existed for some time concerning (16, 16, 6, 6, 2), as apparent from 
the results of Husain [5], Atiqullah [1], and Burau [3], it should be useful 
to have an independent confirmation of the results for (8, 14, 7, 4, 3). 
2. BLOCK-INTERSECTION NUMBERS 
We define bij to be the number of elements in Bi n Bj, that is, common 
to both blocks B, and B j .  It is known from the results of Stanton and 
Sprott [7] that no block can be repeated unless b ~ 2v. Hence we obtain 
THEOREM 2.1. In any design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3), there are no repeated blocks. 
Suppose we now consider a specific block, say B1 9 Let a, b, c, and d be 
the number of blocks of a design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) which intersect B1 in 
0, 1, 2, or 3 varieties respectively (by Theorem 2.1, there are no numbers 
blj ~ 4). Then we deduce at once: 
a-~-b+c+d= 13, 
bl~ == b+2c+3d= k( r - -  1) = 24, 
b~j = b + 4c-]-- 9d= k(kh- -  k -- 2t-~ r) = 48. 
These last two formulae are found, for example, in Stanton and Sprott [7]. 
We can immediately deduce: 
hence 
This gives 
2c + 6d ---- 24, c-~ 3d=- 12; 
b+e- - -  12, a+d=~ 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. In any design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3), any specific' block either has 
a = 1, c = 12; or it has b = 3, c ~ 9, d 1. b7 short, it either is disjoint 
to one block and intersects all other blocks in two varieties; or it meets one 
block in three varieties, meets nine blocks in two t,arieties, and meets three 
blocks in a single variety. 
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3. POSSIBLE CASES 
We shall refer to the two types of block intersection in Theorem 2.2 as 
intersections of type [3 ] -  [2] 9 -  [1] 3 and type [0 ] -  [2] TM. We first 
specify two cases which are later shown to be possible. 
CASE 1. All intersections are of type [3] - -  [2] 9 --  [1] a. 
CASE 2. There is exactly one block with intersection umber [0] - [2] TM. 
This means there are exactly two dis jo int  blocks, say B1 = abcd and 
B2 -- efgh. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  there exists more than one pair of  disjoint blocks, then 
there exist at least three pairs o f  disjoint blocks. 
PROOF: We know that/71 n Ba and/ /2 c~ B3 contain two elements each. 
Consequently, along with B 1 -= abcd, Bz ---- efgh, we may take 
B a --  abef, B4 = cdgh. 
Consider the other block containing ab; call it B 5 . Using n to denote the 
number of elements in a block intersection, we have 
n(B 5 r B1) = 2 = n(B 5 m B,). 
Thus B 5 can not contain either cd or ef; hence B 5 = abgh. Similarly, let 
B6 be the third block containing cd. Then 
n(B 6 c5 B1) -- 2 -- n(B 8 c~ B4). 
Consequently, B6 can not contain either ab or gh; thus B6 --  cdef This 
proves n(B 5 n B6) -- O, and completes the theorem. 
We thus have 
CASE 3. There are exactly three blocks with intersection numbers 
[01- [2112. 
We now proceed to 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  there exist more than three pairs o f  disjoint blocks, 
then there exist seven pairs o f  disjoint blocks. 
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PROOF: Consider the block construction as given in Theorem 3.1, and 
suppose that B 7 and B 8 form a fourth pair of  disjoint blocks. 
Now n(B7 n B0 = 2, and the two common varieties must be chosen 
one from a and b, one from e and d; there is no loss in generality in 
selecting a and e, since a and b, as well as e and d, are still not distinguished. 
Now n(BTnB3)= 2 = n(BTnBs) .  This shows that we need one 
of  e and f ,  one of  g and h. Since both these pairs are still undistinguished, 
we may take 
Bv = aceg. 
Then 
B8 = bdfh. 
Now consider the other block containing ac; call it B 9. Since 
n(B 9 n BT) - -  n(B9 c~ B0 = 2, we see that B9 can not contain bd or eg; 
thus B 9 = acfh. 
Similarly, if  B10 contains bd, we note that 
n(Blo n B1)  ~-  n(Blo n Bs) - 2; 
thus Ba0 can not conta infh or ac and so B10 = bdeg. Thus n(B 9 n Ba0 ) = 0, 
and we have a fifth pair of disjoint blocks. 
Now consider ae, which occurs in Ba and B 7 . It must occur again, say 
in BI~. Then, from 
n(B~l n Ba) = n(BH n By) = 2, 
we see that B H does not contain bf  or eg; hence B~ = aedh. 
Similarly, let B~2 contain bf; then 
n(B12 t~ Ba) = n(B12 ~ Bs) = 2, 
and B12 = bfcg. Thus n(Bjl n B12 ) = 0, and we have a sixth pair of 
disjoint blocks. 
Final ly, let B13 contain the third occurrence of af; from using B3 and B 9 , 
we obtain B13 = afdg. Also, if B14 contains the third occurrence of be, 
we use B3 and B10 to obtain B14 = bech. Thus n(Bla n B14) = 0, and we 
have shown that there are seven pairs of  disjoint blocks. This is our CASE 4. 
An immediate consequence of  Theorem 3.2 is 
THEOREM 3.3 The design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) in which there are seven pairs 
of  disjoint blocks is unique. 
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This result follows from the fact that our construction i  Theorem 3.2 
was unique (except for permutation of the symbols). The fourteen blocks 
obtained are abed, abef, abgh, aceg, acfh, aedh, afdg, and their 
complements. By applying the mapping 
1 2 4 3 7 5 6 
we obtain the standard form with seven blocks 
1248, 2358, 3468, 4578, 5618, 6728, 7138, 
and their complements, as given in Stanton and Sprott [7]. 
4. THE DESIGN WITH TrtREE PAIRS OF COMPLEMENTARY BLOCKS 
We revert to Case 3 and take the blocks abcd, abef, abgh, and their 
complements. We must see if we can construct a design with no further 
complementary pairs. 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a unique design (8, 14,7,4,3) containing 
exactly three pairs of disjoint blocks. 
PROOF: We have B 1 to B 6 as named in the last section. Now, let B7 
be a block containing ac; since bd can not appear, it must contain one 
of e and f, one of g and h. Thus we may take B 7 = aceg. The other block 
containing ac must be aceh or acfg or acfh; call it Ba 9 
B9 and Bi0 may be specified as containing bd; using B1, B2, Ba, we see 
that they must contain one of e and f, one of g and h. Thus we need two 
blocks from bdeg, bdeh, bdfg (bdfh is excluded because it complements By). 
We now have three cases; blocks 7, 8, 9, and l0 are as follows. 
CASE A. aceg, bdeg, bdeh, aceh. 
CASE B. aceg, bdeh, bdfg, acfh. 
CASE C. aceg, bdeg, bdfg, acfg. 
We begin with Case A. Consider the pair ad, which can only occur 
with e,f, g, or h. As before, we must have one ofe and f; one o fg  and h. 
So possible blocks are 
adeg, adeh, adfg, adfh. 
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The first two are rejected since ae has occurred twice; thus Bl l  ~ adfg, 
B12 -- adfh. 
Finally, if we consider bc, it can not occur with a and d; as before, the 
only possible blocks are 
bceg, bceh, bcJg, bcJ'h. 
Now be has thrice occurred, and so B13 = bcfg, B14 - bcfh. This gives 
an actual construction for the design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) in Case A. 
Case C is now readily dealt with. We have blocks B1 to B6 as well as 
B7 aceg, B s -: acfg, B 9 = bdeg, B~o = bdJg. Apply the permutation 
(eg)(fh) to these ten blocks and we get the first ten blocks of Case A. 
But Case A was completely determined, and so Case C is merely a 
permutation of  Case A. 
Finally, Case B can be completed as in Case A to give further blocks 
adeg, adfh, bceh, belg. It is then readily verified that this design is merely 
Case A with the permutation (cg)(dh) applied. 
We have now established the uniqueness of  the design with three pairs 
of complementary blocks. It can be written as abed, abef, abgh; efgh, cdgh, 
cdef; aceg, bdeg, bdeh, aceh; adfg, adfh, bcfg, bcfh. 
5. THE DESIGN WITH A SINGLE PAIR OF COMPLEMENTARY BLOCKS 
We argue at the beginning that abcd and efgh may be specified as B1 
and B2 9 Now ab occurs again twice, and we must have two varieties from 
B2 with ab, say e and f;  then B3 -- abef. I f  B4 is the other block containing 
ab, it may, by permutation, be taken in the form abgh or abeg. 
If ab~fand abeg both occur, then efmust  occur again. The possibilities 
are pairs with ef, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd. By permutation, these possibilities 
reduce to efcd, efac. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  abed, efgh, are the only complementary blocks then 
we may take B3 = abef and B4 = abgh. 
PROOF: We have seen that either B 4 = abgh or B4 abeg must occur. 
But the latter possibility demands the occurrence of cdeJ; and this latter 
block can be renamed abgh by the permutation (ae)(bf)(cg)(dh). 
We now proceed to 
THEOREM 5.2. The design (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) with a single pair of com- 
plementary blocks is unique. 
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Pnool-': Take B 1 = abcd, B2 = efgh, Ba -- abef, B4 = abgh. We note 
that the pairs ab, cd, es gh, are still not distinguishable. Now cd, when 
it occurs again, will occur with two pairs from eg, eh, fg, fh; so there is no 
loss in generality in taking B e = cdeg. This will require the other block 
containing cd to be cdeh, cdfg, or cdfh. Thus we may consider: 
CASE 1. B 6 cdeh. 
CASE 2. BG = cdfg. This is easily seen to be equivalent to Case 1 under 
the permutation (eg)(fh). 
CASE 3. B e = cd/h. 
Case 1 is relatively straightforward. Consider de; it must occur again but 
not with c or g or h (since any block can have only one triple intersection). 
Hence we may take it as appearing with one of a and b, and with f. Let 
B7 ~ deaf. 
Now ce occurs again; to avoid triple intersections ce can not occur with 
g and h; so it must occur with f in order to intersect B2 properly. Thus 
we get /?8 = celt. The symbol x is either a or b. If it were a, 
n(B8 C~ BT)  - -  n(B s n Ba) 3. So we obtain B e ~ cefb. 
Now we must stop, since n(B8 ~ B3) = 3 and n(B7 c~ Ba) -- 3. Thus 
Case 1 does not occur. 
We proceed to Case 3, where Be = cdfh. Now fh  must occur again, 
but not with e and g. At most one of a, b, and at most one of c, d, occur. 
So we take B 7 = acfh. Also, if B8 contains the other ac, we note that 
n(B 6 n B7) = 3, and so B8 = aceg. Thus n(B 5 • Bs) = 3. 
Consider the pair ce; it can not occur with a, g, d, and so must occur 
with b and with f or h. Similarly, the pair cf can not occur with d, h, a; 
so cf must occur with b and with either e or g. So we have one of beef, 
bceh; one of bcef, bcfg. But bcef complements abgh; thus B9 = bceh, 
B10 : bcfg. 
Now consider ad, which must occur twice more, with two from e,f, g, h. 
Possibilities are ruled down to el, eh, f~, gh, by using B 8 and BT. Now 
adfg complements B e and adeh complements B10. Hence BI~ adef, 
B,2 = adgh. 
The last two blocks must contain bd and are easily found to be 
BlZ = bdfg, BI~ = bdeh. Case 3 is now complete, and hence the uniqueness 
of our design is established. We have the design with blocks abcd, efgh; 
abef, adef; abgh, adgh; aceg, cdeg; acfh, cdfh; bceh, bdeh; bcfg, bdfg. 
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6. CASE OF NO COMPLEMENTARY BLOCKS 
Our starting point is the knowledge that each block possesses one 
triple intersection. So we may take B 1 == abcd, B2 = abce. The pair ab 
must then (by permutat ion) occur in B a = abfg. 
Now consider ac; it must occur with two letters from J; g, h. If acfg 
occurs, then we merely consider the other three blocks containing a; they 
must all contain ah. Also, we have available two d's, two e's, one f ,  one g. 
Thus there must be a block ahde and two blocks ahgx, ahfy, where x and 
y are d and e. Either choice gives an incorrect triple intersection; so B~ 
can not be acfg. 
We thus get B4 == a~fh or acgh. These are equivalent by the 
permutat ion (fg). So choose B4 = aefh. 
Now look for be; it must occur with two from f ,  g, h. Since bcfg and bcfh 
are equivalent under (bc)(gh), we need only consider bcfg and bcgh. Now, 
if bcfg occurs, we need three other occurrences of b and these must be 
with two d's, two e's, one f ,  one g, three h's. 
So the blocks are bhde, bhdx, bhey. Our previous argument gives a 
contradict ion. So we have B5 = bcgh. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 6.1. 
blocks is unique. 
PROOF: Take  
B5 = bcgh. Then 
The design (8, 14 ,7 ,4 ,3 )  with no complementary 
B1 = abed, B2 = abce, Ba == abfg, B4 == acfh, 
af must occur again in a block not containing b and c. 
Now d and e are not differentiated; so the block can be afde, afgh, afdg, 
or afdh, and we note that the last two are equivalent under the permutat ion 
(gh)(bc). 
afde is rejected as the complement of B5 and afgh has triple intersections 
with Ba and B4 ; so B6 = afdg. 
Now a occurs twide more with two e's, two h's, one g, and one d; this 
gives B7 = aehd, B s = aehg; we also note that n(BT ~ Bs) = 3, 
n(Ba C~ B6) = 3. 
Try now for the other block containing,/g; it can not contain a, b, or d; 
so it must contain two of  c, e, h. It can not be eh, for Bs already has a 
triple intersection; so we have cefg or cfgh, and the latter would have a 
triple intersection with B4 and B 5 . Thus we get B9 cefg. 
Now try for the other block containing eh; it can not contain a, d, or g, 
and so must contain two of b, c,f .  Also bceh would complement B6; 
so we get ehbf or ehcf The latter would have triple intersections with 
B~ and B 4 . So we have B10 = befh. 
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There are two more blocks containing b, and they must contain two 
d's, one e, one f, one g, one h. Thus we get bd with two of  ef, eg, eh, fg, 
fh, gh. The pair fg has been used and so has eh; also eg would complement 
B4 9 So we have bdef or bdfh or bdgh. 
I f  we now consider c, it must occur twice more with two d's, one e, 
one f,  one g, one h. This gives cdwith two ofef, eg, eh,fg, fh, gh; as above, 
we reduce this to cdef, cdeg, cdfh, cdgh. 
Counting pair occurrences, we need onefh,  one el, one gh, one eg. Thus 
we can claim BI~ = cdeg. Then n(B~ n Bg) = 3, and we exclude cdefand 
cdgh as possibilities. This makes B~2 = cdfh, and n(B4 c~ Ba2) -~ 3. 
Now we immediately exclude bdfh, and end up with Bla = bdef, 
Ba4 -- bdgh. Thus the theorem is established, and we have a design 
abcd, abce; abfg, adfg; acfh, cdJh; bcgh, bdgh; aehd, aehg; 
cefg, cdeg; bqfh, bdef 
By using the mapping 
2 4 8 3 5 6 7 ' 
we get the standard form 1248, 2358, 3468, 4578, 5618, 6728, 7138; 
complement of  146, 425, 263, 657, 531, 374, 712 (using the cyclic order 
1426537). 
7. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
OF THE SELF-COMPLEMENTARY DESIGN (12, 22, 11, 6, 5) 
The argument already used can also be applied to (12, 22, l l ,  6, 5). 
We need an initial result, namely, 
THEOREM 7.1. In a self-complementary design (12, 22, 11, 6, 5), it & 
not possible to have n(Bi n Bj c~ Bk) = 3 for i, j, k, distinct. 
PROOF: In a self-complementary design, n(Bi n Bj) = 3 for all i,j, 
provided that Bi and Bj are not complementary. So we may start with 
B 1 = 123456, B2 = 789tev; B 3 = 123789, /?4 = 456tev. 
Now consider blocks 1 and 3, and suppose, if possible, that B5 also 
contains 123; then the other three varieties are tev, and B 5 = 123tev, 
B 6 = 456789. 
Now 12 must occur twice again; yet it can occur with exactly one of  
3456, exactly one of 3789, exactly one of 3tev. Since k = 6, no block 
can be formed, and this contradiction establishes the theorem. 
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We now obtain: 
THEOREM 7.2. The s@'=complementary design (12, 22, 11, 6, 5) exists 
and is unique. 
PROOF: From Theorem 7.1, we may take B~ -- 123456, B2 --  789tev, 
B a -: 123789, B4 == 456tev. Now 12 must occur thrice more and can not 
appear with 3; hence (by permutation of symbols) we see that 1247, 1258, 
1269 occur. For completion, we need two symbols from t, e, v, and these 
are not distinguished; so we get 
Now consider 13; 
two of t, e, v. And it 
Now 347 can not 
1348 or 1349; using 
(cf. B~o) 
B5 = 1247te, B 6 = 35689v, 
By = 1258tv, B 8 = 34679e, 
B9 = 1269ev, Ba0 = 34578t. 
it must occur with one of 4, 5, 6 ; one of 7, 8, 9 ; hence 
must occur thrice. So we have 134, 135, 136 occurring. 
occur (apply Theorem 7.1 to Bs and B10 ). So we obtain 
the permutation (89)(56)(te), we see that we can select 
B n = 1348ec, B12 = 25679t. 
To accompany 135 and 136, we need a 7 or a 9. Since 7te is excluded 
(cf. Bs), we must have 7tv and 9te. Thus we must take (using 369 in B 6 and 
Bs) 
B13 -- 1359te, B14 -= 24678v, 
B15 = 1367tv, B16 = 24589e. 
Now there are 3 more ones to occur with two 4's, two 5's, two 6's, 
two 7's, two 8's, two 9's, t, e, v. We note that l te, ltv, lev, are already 
intersections; o we have lt, le, lv. But It must occur with one variety 
from each pair 47, 58, 59, 67; e must occur with one from each pair 58, 
69, 48, 67. This lets us complete the design as 
B17 == I t4689, B19 ~ 1e5678, B21 1v4579, 
and their complements. 
An immediate consequence is 
THEOREM 7.3. I f  we consider blocks containing a specific variety and 
delete this variety, we get a design having v = 11, b = 11, r = 5, k = 5, 
~=2.  
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PROOF: The values of the first four parameters are trivial. We will 
have a design if we can show that any variety pair ab (where neither a nor 
b is the deleted variety) occurs exactly twice in the reduced system. 
For example, the system obtained by deleting 1 is 23456, 23789, 247te, 
258tv, 269ev, 348ev, 359te, 367tv, t4689, e5678, v4579. Any specific variety, 
like 2, occurs in 5 blocks and so with 20 other letters. In the original design, 
12b either occurs 0 or 2 times (Theorem 7.1), and there are only 10 values 
for b: thus we must have 10.2 = 20, showing that ,~ -- 2. 
COROLLARY. Every triple xyz occurs exactly twice in the original design. 
We note that the following mapping 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e v 
oe 2 3 1 8 5 4 6 9 7 e t 
carries the design obtained into the standard form given by the eleven 
blocks 
12358oe, 2346900, 3457too ..... e1247oo, and their complements. 
Actually we can use our methods to deduce that the design (11, 11, 5, 
5, 2), one representation of which has been obtained here in the form 
12358, 23569, 3457t, etc. is unique. 
THEOREM 7.4. Any design (1 l, 1 l, 5, 5, 2) is isomorphic to the design 
built up from the double-difference s t 12358 (modulo 11). 
PROOF: The first block may be taken as B 1 ~ 12358; then 23 occurs 
again and, since the design is symmetric and has all block intersections 
A = 2, with three new varieties which we call 4, 6, 9. This gives 
B2 = 23469. Similarly, 34 occurs with none of  2, 6, 9, one of 1, 5, 8. 
The latter varieties 1, 5, 8, are still undifferentiated; so we take 5 arbitrarily 
and get B3 = 3457t. 
Now 45 occurs again; it does not occur with 3, 7, t; it occurs with one 
of 128, one of 269; and only 1 symbol e remains. So 2 is not possible and, 
since 1 and 8, as well as 6 and 9, are still undifferentiated, we may take 
B 4 = 4568e. 
Finally consider 56; it can not occur with 4, 8, e; it must occur with one 
of 123, one of 239, one of 37t. The only possibility in order to have a 
block of five is 5619 with 7 or t; but 7 and t are still undifferentiated; so 
we take B~ = 56791. 
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The other blocks are now determined; for example, 67 occurs again, not 
with 591. It must occur with one of 234, one of 34t, one 48e, two of 238. 
This shows that 28 is the only possibility, and it occurs with t to give 
B6 = 678t2. The other blocks are determined similarly. 
It might be worth noting that the method of Theorem 7.4 at once 
produces the trivial 
COROLLARY. The design (7, 7, 3, 3, 1) is unique. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Many of the results of this paper were originally obtained by using a 
computer search based on an inductive approach on the  number of 
varieties. For inductive methods to be possible, it is necessary to consider 
BIBDs as special cases of designs with unequal block sizes. Further 
properties of such designs and results obtained by a combination of 
computer and combinatorial  arguments (such as the existence of the 
design [11, 55, 20, 4, 6]) will be reported later. 
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